__ piercings can be on the side of the nostril or through the septum
Some bracelets double as a medical __ for allergies or other problems
A__ chain is worn at the waist & possibly attached to a pierced navel
This is used to attach to a garment as decoration or fastening a cloak
A close fitting ribbon or necklace is called a __
Royalty in many cultures wear jeweled __ and other headpieces
A__ often carries a picture of a loved one
__ are an organic gemstone and can be from fresh or salt water
In the Middle Ages, some rings had hidden compartments for carrying __
A family coat-of-arms is on a __ ring and used to imprint on wax seals
Some people wear__, a type of bracelet that clasps together
__ jewelry is often oversized, pretty, but not valuable
In India, toe rings are worn by __ women
The word __ means "to hang down", like from a necklace
A__ ring is a reminder of a current or future vow
A__ ring is typically worn on the ring finger of the left hand
A charm__ has symbols of the wearer's favorite things
An Irish ring with two hands holding a heart with a crown is called a__
Advertisements say that __ are a girl's best friend
A__ can be made of gold, silver, beads, wood or shells on a string
Fancy men's shirts that do not have button at the wrist use__
Many graduates wear __ to show their achievement
The diamond industry says an __ ring should cost 1-3 months salary
__ bracelets of the 1980s and 90s were made of embroidery floss
Yellow __ bracelets were one of the first awareness bracelets
A__ tells time, but can also be a piece of art
Moms and grandmas wear jewelry with their children's __
Super Bowl and World Series winners get a __ ring
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